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The Little Mermaid
Abstract
I saw the belly of the boat slide by, silent and seamless as a whale.
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A sybilance of triumph greets his fall.
Then silence once again except for ebbing tide,
a foreign whispering tide.
They rush to carry off their prize.
We are bereft.
The nine, alone as one.
I alone have won,
and we, alone, are lost.
All is lead, and lost.
Nine stone figures,
We stand upon the shore and cannot
meet each other's gaze.
Not even sun can warm our hearts
and it is fading fast.
Ten we went striding to the sea
And nine return.
lllought is fixed on the women who wait,
one to wait forever.
Our ears shrink from her mourning
and from her uncried blame.
We hurry to the joy of others,
the tear above the smile, the calming of relief.
Ten we strode; nine we return.
Ten who knew the dangers in their minds.
Nine have n<:IN engraved them on their hearts:
the sounds and sights of loss and death.

And yet
straight from the sea they will come again,
straight from the hungry mouth of the great bronze
god.
And once again, all again,
we, the nine, will seek them out.
For the price of riches, the prize of pride.
For the chance to walk with death
and live.
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1HE I.11TIE MERMAID
(Hans Christian Anderson's cautionary tale on
becoming a woman)

by Jill Solnicki

I se« the belly of the boat slide by,
silent and seamless
as a whale.
I heard music float on the surfac.e
like the luminous
blue jellyfish.
I touched land. Oh brave new world
that brought me sight of Mani
A prince of a man!
I went to the wise old woman.
She would tell me what to do to
win his love.

r.

I hurt. Every pretty step stabbed.
My mouth swam with
thick red blood.
I was no one, I was his friend.
Who was I without
my own voice?
I tasted his kiss when he crowned his bride.
I danced death's dance till dawn
Outside their door.
I sat alone on the sand as the sun rose.
The day closed the window,
locked the door.
I hear my sisters singing from the deep.
I do not sing. For I am
only bubbles, foam.

